VENTURA COUNTY AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

RULE 44 - EXEMPTION EVALUATION FEE
(Adopted 2/28/89, Revised 1/8/91, 10/10/95, 9/10/96, 4/8/08)

A. Payment

Every person requesting an exemption from a District rule or regulation specified below shall pay an exemption evaluation fee. An application for exemption shall not be processed until the required fee is paid.

B. Fee Schedule

1. For either Rule 71.1 or Rule 71.4, any person requesting an exemption that is based on a best available control technology evaluation shall be assessed an evaluation fee of $450.00.

2. For Rule 74.16, any person requesting an exemption that is based on a cost evaluation shall be assessed an evaluation fee of $450.00.

3. For Rule 74.7, any person requesting an exemption that is based on a best available control technology evaluation shall be assessed a fee based on the actual hours spent by District staff at the hourly service rate for an Air Pollution Control Engineer as approved by the Ventura County Air Pollution Control Board. This fee shall be at least $250 but no more than $450.